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We investigate methods for reducing packet loss in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
caused by the presence of fading. The modeled system employs an adaptive transmission
protocol. This protocol works well when link performance is consistent and predictable, but
system performance deteriorates when link quality begins to vary. A log-normal block fad-
ing model is implemented to test system performance with time-varying link performance.
We propose two different methods for addressing the effects of fading. First we propose
the transmission success probability (TSP) link-rate control protocol, which uses link per-
formance measures to modify the existing adaptive transmission protocol and reduce the
number of packets lost due to fading. Secondly we show that modifying the routing metric
can improve system performance. We show that a cross-layer design for the TSP protocols
and routing metrics that jointly considers both link and network performance results in
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A mobile ad hoc network, or MANET, is a wireless network that consists of mobile
radio nodes. Each node in the network helps to forward traffic from source to destination,
usually over multiple hops. This requires each node in the network to make routing decisions
when forwarding packets. An advantage of MANET is the ability to operate when there is
no infrastructure present. Quickly forming a network utilizing just the nodes makes them
an attractive technology for military and disaster response operations.
Whenever multiple nodes use the same transmission medium, a media access control
(MAC) protocol must be used to allocate the available channel resources. There are two
main types of MAC protocols, contention and non-contention based. In contention based
MAC protocols, such as ALOHA and CSMA, nodes compete for use of the channel and
are awarded access on a first-come first-served basis. The contention in these protocols
can result in the collision of packet transmissions which degrades network performance
when there is a heavy load on the system. Non-contention based MAC protocols avoid
collisions in the network, making them better suited for heavily loaded systems but result
in wasted channel resources when there is not as much traffic. Two of the most common
non-contention based protocols are time-division multiple access (TDMA) and frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA). As the names suggest these protocols avoid transmission
collisions by dividing the channel resources of either time or frequency. These channel
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resources are then pre-allocated to individual nodes to use when needed. In this thesis
we focus on a TDMA based system that improves channel utilization by allowing multiple
nodes to transmit at the same time if they are far enough apart.
Even in a collision-free environment, a combination of factors such as multiple-access
interference (MAI) and channel noise can result in a packet not being received successfully.
This makes it important to model links based on the signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio
(SNIR) experienced during a transmission between two nodes. Using a simple graph model
for links can yield an optimistic view of network performance which may not translate well
to real world operation.
In addition to MAI and channel noise, fading also affects the ability of nodes to re-
ceive transmissions. There are many different models for fading. These models are broken
down into two categories, fast fading and slow fading. In fast fading models the channel can
cause changes in signal amplitude and phase multiple times within a single transmission.
Slow fading models result in a slower change in signal properties and there is usually no
change within a transmission. Popular models for fading include, Rayleigh fading, Rician
fading, and log-normal fading. These models cause variability in the measured SNIR for
transmissions over a link. This variability can make the performance of certain links un-
predictable and can reduce the overall performance in the network. In this thesis we use a
block fading model which holds the fading effect of a link constant throughout a time slot.
Many radio systems have the ability to adapt properties of the transmission. This
allows the system to dynamically respond to the changing physical environment. The system
may transmit at a faster data rate or lower power to take advantage of a better link quality.
The adaptive transmission protocol should respond quickly to the changing link quality to
ensure the best system performance.
When simulating and designing protocols for wireless networks, it is important to
accurately model the physical environment. Using estimated SNIR measures provides a
more accurate model than a simple graph-based approach, but it is also important to
take into account the effects of fading. In this thesis we show that the presence of fading
2
significantly decreases network performance, and we propose two methods for mitigating
the impacts of fading. First, we show that adjusting the adaptive transmission protocol to
take link variability into account significantly improves network performance when fading is
present. Second, we show that modifying how packets are routed can offer limited success
in addressing the issues presented by a fading environment. We show that a cross-layer
design for the adaptive transmission and routing protocols that jointly considers both link





Routing is key to the performance of any multi-hop packet network, and there
has been a lot of research in routing for use in MANETs. The authors in [1] and [2]
list several popular methods for exchanging routing information in a MANET. While the
routing protocol itself is very important to the performance of the network, we focus on
how to weight the cost of links in the route. The min hop count routing metric is well
known and widely used because of its ease of implementation, but many metrics provide
better network performance. In [3] a routing metric is proposed that works with an adaptive
transmission protocol to reduce the energy used to transmit a packet. The authors show
how cross-layer information can be used to improve the routing metric. The author in [4]
also uses a cross-layer approach to routing. The link weights include parameters from the
physical and MAC layers. The expected transmission count (ETX) routing metric, first
described in [5], describes a metric that can improve network throughput by reducing the
total number of transmissions required to deliver a packet from source to destination. This
is achieved by keeping a running count of the packet error probability of a link.
The characteristics of MANETs make channel access challenging, which has resulted
in a lot of research in the area. Several channel access protocols for MANETs are described
in [6], but the article focuses on contention-based MAC. An example of a TDMA scheme that
is used for an operational MANET is described in [7] and [8]. Lyui’s algorithm described in
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[9] uses a network coloring to assign slots to nodes in a way that allows multiple nodes to
transmit in the same slot while still keeping transmissions collision free. Lyui’s algorithm is
further described in [10] and the authors also provide a method to quickly solve scheduling
conflicts caused by mobility. While a graph-based simulation is used in [10] to show the
performance of Lyui’s algorithm, the investigations in [4] show that the scheduling algorithm
still works well when noise and multiple-access interference are accounted for. The authors
in [11] propose a scheduling algorithm that can result in lower end-to-end delay than Lyui’s
algorithm in some scenarios. Even with an efficient scheduling of nodes, TDMA schemes
still suffer when the system load is light. However, the authors in [12] provide a method for
recovering scheduled time slots that are not being used. This results in fewer unused slots
and better network performance.
The ability to adapt transmissions to the link conditions can improve overall network
performance. An adaptive transmission protocol described in [13] uses error counts from the
decoder to detect link quality. This protocol can be used to reduce the energy needed for
transmissions. One instance where adaptive transmission has captured a lot of attention is
the IEEE 802.11 standard. This standard already includes different supported transmission
rates, but does not describe a method for quickly adapting the rate. In [14] received signal
strength estimates are used to determine link qualities and adjust the transmission rate. A
protocol that adapts the rate based on successful and unsuccessful transmissions is described
in [15]. In this protocol the transmission rate increases for successful transmissions and
decreases for failures.
Rappaport explains how to model the physical channel of wireless communications
systems in [16]. This text provides an understanding of important factors to model in
simulation but focuses primarily on fast fading models. An example of a block fading model
is implemented using Markov chains in [17] and [18]. In this model the fading environment
is assumed to be constant during the duration of a transmission, and the analysis shows that
this assumption still results in an accurate model. The log-normal fading model is popular
for modeling slow varying fading environments. A recent study in [19] shows interest in
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using the log-normal fading model for future millimeter wave systems. In [20] a Markov
chain is used to model several different fading environments, including log-normal fading,
and [21] shows a framework for simulating the log-normal model. While there is a lot of
work on fading models, most focus on bit error probabilities. In this thesis we are interested





In this chapter we describe the details of how the system operates and describe the
physical channel model. We discuss how neighborhoods are formed and give an overview of
Lyui’s algorithm for transmission scheduling. We also describe how the adaptive transmis-
sion protocol works.
3.1 Channel Model
The channel model used is taken from [4] and the references therein. Nodes in
the network communicate using direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) modulation. It is
assumed that all nodes communicate using the same transmission power. Additionally all
links are considered to be symmetric and have the same link gain in both directions. The
link gain is assumed to be constant over the time slot. A packet transmission from node i
to node j is considered to be successful if and only if the signal-to-noise-plus-interference-
ratio (SNIR) for the link (i, j) is greater than β. We refer to the SNIR of link (i, j) as ξi,j .
Equation 3.1 is used to determine the success of a packet transmission on the link from









In Equation 3.1, Pr(i) is the received signal power at node j from node i, and Pr(k)
is the receive signal power at node j from interfering node k. The spreading factor used
on link (i, j) is denoted Ni,j . The chip duration is Tc, and N0 is the interference caused by
Gaussian noise, both of which are assumed to be constant and the same across all links.
The received signal power from node i to j is determined using Equation 3.2, where Pt is
the transmission power, di,j is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, λ is








There are two different SNIR thresholds that are used when determining the neigh-
bors of a node. For the investigations reported in this thesis, Equation 3.2 is used to deter-
mine the received power. Hence, it is equivalent to express the SNIR threshold in terms of
distance or range. However, the system design does not depend on the specific form of this
equation, and any model for path loss can be employed. The first SNIR threshold defines
the detectable range, referred to as RD, which is defined as the theoretical maximum di,j
at which a packet could be successfully received on link (i, j) with no interference or fading
and the maximum spreading factor. It is reasonable to assume that control packets between
two such nodes could be exchanged using a slower, more reliable data rate, but not all links
in the detectable range should be relied on for user data transfer.
The communicable range, denoted RC , is a shorter distance than the detectable
range, and nodes within the communicable range of one another can reliably transmit and
receive in the presence of limited MAI. The SNIR of a transmission must exceed β for the
transmission to be successful. The communicable range is the distance di,j that satisfies






The factor Ω creates a margin above the β threshold that the SNIR must satisfy. Note that
the communicable range decreases as Ω increases, if all other factors are held constant. The
factor takes a value in the range 1 ≤ Ω ≤ 2. Because RC must be less than RD, Ω cannot be
less than one. If Ω is too large the communicable range becomes very short, which results
in many hops being necessary to relay a packet from source to destination.
Nodes i and j are called communicable neighbors if di,j < RC and are referred to
as detectable neighbors if RC ≤ di,j < RD. Node i’s neighborhood, denoted N(i), consists
of node i itself and all of its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. Any node j is a 1-hop neighbor of
node i if di,j < RD, and any node k is a 2-hop neighbor of i if node k is a 1-hop neighbor
of any 1-hop neighbor of i.
3.3 Lyui’s Algorithm
Candidate Slot Number










1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
2 x x x x x x x x
3 x x x x





Table 3.1: Candidate slot numbers based on color number
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Lyui’s scheduling algorithm, first described in [9], requires a node to have a positive
color number different from all other nodes in its neighborhood. The ideal node coloring
is known to be an NP-complete problem, but there are many different distributed methods
for producing a coloring that is reasonably close to optimal for an arbitrary graph. Once
the nodes have been colored node i can determine the slots in which it can transmit simply
by knowing the color number of each node in its neighborhood. As described in [10], node i
with color number ci is a candidate to transmit in slot t if either Equation 3.4 or 3.5 holds.
Where p(ci) is the smallest power of two greater than or equal to ci. Candidate transmission
slot numbers for the first eight color numbers are marked with an ’x’ in Table 3.1.
t = ci + n · p(ci) for n = 0,1,2... (3.4)
t mod p(ci) = ci mod p(ci) (3.5)
Node i uses Equation 3.4 or 3.5 to determine which nodes in N(i) are candidates in
slot t. The candidate nodes determined by node i for slot t are referred to as C(t, i) ⊆ N(i),
and for any node m ∈ N(i), m ∈ C(t, i) if t mod p(cm) = cm mod p(cm). Node i transmits
in slot t if i ∈ C(t, i) and ci > cm ∀ m ∈ C(t, i).
The resulting schedule from Lyui’s algorithm has the following properties. First if
a node transmits no other node in its neighborhood can transmit in the same slot. Even
though multiple color numbers are candidates, only the node with the highest color number
can transmit, and the coloring algorithm guarantees that a node has a unique color number
from all other nodes in its neighborhood. Secondly each node’s frame length is equal to
p(cl) where cl is the largest color number in the node’s neighborhood. Finally each node
is guaranteed to have the opportunity to transmit at least once in its frame, as node i will
always be the candidate with the largest color number in slot t mod p(cl) = ci.
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3.4 Adaptive Transmission
Node i has the ability to reduce the spreading factor used to transmit to any neighbor
j if the estimated SNIR of link (i, j), called ξ̂i,j , is great enough. The largest spreading factor
any node in the network can use is Nmax. When Nmax is used by node i as the spreading
factor for a transmission, i may only transmit one packet in a slot. When ξ̂i,j exceeds a
threshold, i may reduce the spreading factor used on (i, j) up to a factor of four, as shown
in Table 3.2.
It is assumed that receiver nodes are provided with an estimated SNIR measure
on both successful and unsuccessful transmissions. Since the SNIR of a received packet is
dependent on the spreading factor used for the transmission, the estimate SNIR values are
multiplied by Nmax/Ni,j to normalize them. These values are then passed to the transmitter
through acknowledgments (acks). Only the transmitter uses the estimated SNIR measures.
Even though the links are symmetric, the transmitter and receiver may experience different
MAI environments on average.
SNIR Estimate Threshold Spreading Factor Link Rate
β < ξ̂i,j ≤ 2Ωβ Nmax 1 packet/slot








Table 3.2: Spreading factors used for different mean SNIR estimates
Reducing the spreading factor by a factor of two results in a link rate twice as fast
but also reduces the SNIR as determined by Equation 3.1 by a factor of two. When the
spreading factor is reduced, it is desired for the mean SNIR to still exceed the threshold of
Ωβ so that link performance is not significantly degraded. This requires the mean SNIR,
ξ̂i,j , to be k times greater than Ωβ for Ni,j to be reduced by a factor of k.
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Chapter 4
Methods for Handling Variable
Fading Effects
In this chapter we describe the fading model, and how it impacts the overall all
channel model. We also describe how the system is modified to improve performance in
the presence of fading. A method for controlling the adaptive transmission protocol is
described, and modifications are presented to improve the link metrics used for routing so
they better reflect the effects of fading.
4.1 Fading Model
The log-normal fading model is used to create variability in link performance from
slot to slot. A block fading model is used so that the fading environment is constant
throughout the length of a slot, and it is assumed that the fading effects on a link are
independent from slot to slot. Note that in this section the term link is used to describe
the physical interaction between two nodes and does not indicate the existence of a graph
edge between the two nodes. The log-normal fading model results in an additive dB gain
on the received power of a transmission, which is defined as Xσ. The random variable Xσ
has a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of σ given in dB.
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The fading gain on link (i, j) is given by χi,j , and is converted from dB by Equation 4.1.
χi,j = 10
Xσ/10 (4.1)
The fading gain for each link is drawn independently for each slot. In this investigation we
assume a fixed network topology. Each link is assigned a σ value to represent the log-normal
fading for that link. The distribution for assigning σ values is given in Chapter 6.
The channel model as described by Equation 3.1 is modified by including χi,j to
account for fading. With fading the SNIR of a transmission is calculated using Equation 4.2,
and the SNIR still must exceed β for the transmission to be successful. The received power
of both the transmitting and interfering nodes are impacted by the fading model based on








4.2 Transmission Success Probability Link Rate Control
The ability for nodes to reduce the spreading factor of links allows for faster data
rates and better network performance but also results in the SNIR of transmissions falling
closer to the β threshold making the transmissions more likely to fail. When the estimated
SNIR measures are fairly constant from one slot to the next the adaptive transmission
protocol works well without causing many transmission failures. In the presence of fading,




Link transmission success probability ρi,j
Mean estimate SNIR ξ̂i,j
Current link spreading factor Ni,j
Boolean RateLocki,j . Either Locked or Unlocked
Output:
New link spreading factor N̂i,j
1: if RateLocki,j is Unlocked then
2: N̂i,j = bestSpreadingFactor(ξ̂i,j)
3: else
4: N̂i,j = Ni,j
5: if ρi,j ≤ P then




7: RateLocki,j = Locked
8: function bestSpreadingFactor(ξ̂)
9: if ξ̂ ≤ Ωβ then
10: Return Nmax
11: else
12: //Largest Power of 2, N2, such that ξ̂ > N2Ωβ






14: Return Nmax/min (4, N2)
Figure 4.1: Transmission Success Probability link rate control pseudo-code
A measure of the transmission success probability of a link (i, j) can be used to
determine if the fading environment is causing transmissions to fail. Transmitter i can
determine the transmission success probability of link (i, j) by counting the number of
received link acks from node j divided by the total number of transmissions sent to node j.
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The measured transmission success probability, ρi,j , is compared to the given transmission
success probability threshold, P , as shown in Figure 4.1. If the measured success probability
falls below the threshold probability, then a higher spreading factor is selected for the link.
The higher spreading factor results in a link that is more resistant to fading.
If the link rate is unlocked, the spreading factor is selected using the process de-
scribed in Section 3.4. Once a link rate is reduced and locked, it cannot be increased again.
This avoids oscillating between states of good and poor link performances. There is no
method for unlocking the link rate. For the investigations reported in this thesis, the net-
work topology and fading levels are assumed to be fixed. An adaptive protocol to respond
to changes in topology or fading levels is outside of the scope of this thesis. Once the link
rate is locked it remains locked for the life time of the network. While the link rate can
not be increased once it is locked, it can be reduced further until a rate of one packet per
slot is reached. This could be necessary to decrease transmission failures on links heavily
impacted by fading.
4.3 Routing Metrics
We investigate multiple routing metrics with the goal of finding a metric that per-
forms well in the presence of fading. In this section we describe the different routing metrics.
SNIR
A routing metric similar to the one described in [4] is used as the base case to
compare the performance of different routing metrics. It uses several factors to determine
link weights. The cost of the link (i, j) is determined by Equation 4.3. Let SOR(j) denote
the slot ownership rate of node j. This is defined as the fraction of slots assigned to
j according to Lyui’s algorithm, and is calculated as the number of slots assigned to j
divided by the frame length of j. Define LinkRatei,j as the number of packets that can
be transmitted over link (i, j) in a single slot, and it is calculated as Nmax/Ni,j . Notice
15





The utilization factor of node j is Uj , and it take values between 0 and 1. The
value for Uj is updated in each slot t assigned to node j using Equation 4.4, where T (t, j)
indicates the fraction of slot t in which node j transmits. Node j determines T (t, j) by
summing the inverses of the link rates used for each transmission in slot t. If node j has
two packets to transmit, one to node i with a link rate of two packets per slot, and one to
node k with a link rate of four packets per slot, then T (t, j) = 1/2 + 1/4 = 3/4. However,
if node j had a third packet also being sent to k, then T (t, j) = 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/4 = 1. The
utilization factor gives neighbors with a higher load a larger weight. This helps to evenly
distribute traffic amongst the nodes in the network.
U ′j = (0.95) · Uj + (0.05) · T (t, j) (4.4)
A link with a low mean SNIR is more susceptible to failed transmissions due to MAI
and fading effects. The function ξ(x) penalizes a node with low mean SNIR, and is shown
in Equation 4.5. The threshold Ωβ is the value that the mean SNIR of (i, j) must exceed
for nodes i and j to be considered communicable neighbors. Transmissions over link (i, j)
have a high probability of success when there is no fading present if ξ̂i,j > Ωβ. Nodes i
and j are detectable neighbors if β < ξ̂i,j < Ωβ. These links are used for routing when
necessary, to aid in network connectivity. The cost of these links increase exponentially as
the SNIR decreases, so other links are likely to be chosen when available.
ξ(x) =







β < x ≤ Ωβ




The goal of the ETX routing metric, first described in [5], is to reduce the total
number of transmissions needed to relay a packet from source to destination. This includes
the number of times a packet has to be retransmitted over the same link. This is done
by setting the cost of link (i, j) equal to the expected number of transmissions for a single
packet over (i, j) as shown in Equation 4.6. The ETX metric is originally described in terms
of df and dr which are the success probability of a packet in the forward direction and a
packet in the reverse direction (an ack) respectively. The ETX metric is also commonly
calculated in terms of ep, the probability that a packet transmission fails, but the two








While the ETX routing metric helps avoid links where a high number of retrans-
missions are necessary, it is very simple and offers little if link performance is very good. It
is easy to see that the when there are no packet errors for a link the ETX is always equal
1. This results in a routing metric very close to minimum hop routing when links are good,
which is well known to have poor performance [22].
SNIR.ETX
The SNIR.ETX link metric includes the ETX metric as a multiplicative cost on the
SNIR metric. The SNIR metric distributes traffic efficiently when links perform well, and
the ETX measure avoids the links which perform poorly. The SNIR.ETX routing metric
is calculated using Equation 4.7. When links are very good on average the SNIR.ETX
routing metric approaches the same weight as the SNIR metric. For example, if an adaptive
transmission protocol is added to maintain high link success rates, then there are few
transmission failures. In this scenario, including the ETX metric as a factor does not have
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The link metric, SNIR.StdDev, also modifies the SNIR metric with the objective
of reducing the number of failed transmissions. It uses a heuristic based on the standard
deviation of the estimated SNIR measures to avoid links that exhibit a high level of variance
in the SNIR, such as due to high levels of fading. The heuristic weight of link (i, j) is defined
as StdDevi,j and is calculated using Equation 4.8.
StdDevi,j = (1 + ξ̂i,j − σ̂i,j) (4.8)
The standard deviation of the estimated SNIR values is defined as σ̂i,j . The value of
StdDevi,j decreases as the difference between the mean SNIR and standard deviation value
decreases, and the resulting SNIR.StdDev metric is given by
Costi,j =
ξ(ξ̂)i,j(1 + Uj)





In this chapter we describe the implementation of the simulation, and discuss the
assumptions used for the experiments. We explain how nodes are positioned in the simulated
field and how links are formed between the nodes. We describe how network traffic is
generated and how transmissions within a single time slot are processed.
5.1 Initialization of Network
The network consists of n nodes which are placed on a square field that is described
by the FieldLength, the length of one side of the square. Nodes are located in the field
by a Cartesian, (x, y), coordinate. The x and y coordinates in each pair are determined
from independent uniform random variables. A desired detectable range, RD, is given and
then the transmission power, Pt, is calculated. The transmission power is determined using
Equation 5.1, which is found by substituting Equation 3.2 into Equation 3.1 and solving for








A shorter communicable range is chosen to provide a set of links that are more resis-
tant to the effects of MAI. The distance RC should be set as the largest distance less than
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RD that results in good protection from MAI. Selecting a very small communicable range
results in many hops being required to relay packets and can decrease network performance.
Preliminary testing showed that a communicable range of 187m with a detectable range of
200m results in nearly no packets being dropped due to multiple-access interference. The
SNIR threshold, Ω, is calculated to set the given communicable range, and nodes i and
j are communicable neighbors if Equation 5.2 holds on average for link (i, j). Note that
interference from all nodes is considered. Because transmissions are scheduled using Lyui’s








Solving for Ω in the special case with no MAI or fading, a spreading factor of Nmax, and







Each pair of nodes in the network is assigned a fading environment, even if the
two nodes are not neighbors. The fading environment is defined by the σ value of the log-
normal variable, and the fading between the two nodes is the same in both directions. The
σ value for each pair is randomly and uniformly distributed over a given range of σmindB
to σmaxdB, and it is assumed that the σ values for any two pair of nodes are statistically
independent.
A wireless link (i, j) is established for any pair of nodes i and j that are detectable
neighbors. The set of nodes that are communicable neighbors of node i is a subset of node
i’s detectable neighbors so a wireless link exists for all communicable neighbors as well. If
after all the links in the network have been established, the network is disconnected (i.e.
there exists one or more pair of nodes for which no route can be formed between them)
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then the simulation is terminated and a new random graph is generated.
5.2 Traffic Generation and Routing
Data packets are generated randomly in the network. The packet arrival rate,
denoted γ, is defined as the average number of packets generated in the network in each
slot. Each node has a probability of γ/n to generate a packet in each slot. More than one
packet may be generated in the same slot, but on average γ packets are generated in a single
slot. When a packet is generated, the destination is chosen from the remaining nodes by a
uniform random variable. All packets are assumed to be the same size.
A node determines the next hop for a packet to reach its destination based on its
routing table. Since the network is guaranteed to be connected there is a routing entry at
each node for every other node in the network. The routing tables are generated using a
centralized Dijkstra’s algorithm along with one of the cost functions listed in Section 4.3. A
centralized routing protocol is adopted for simplicity. An investigation of the dynamics of
distributed routing protocols is outside the scope of this work. Link weights, routing tables,
and link transmission rates are updated every 500 slots.
Each node has a local transmission buffer capable of holding 20 packets. When
packets arrive at node i, either by being generated by node i or being received by node i
from one of its neighbors, node i determines the packet’s next hop and the current data
rate used on that link. Packets are then given priority in the queue based on the data rate
of their next hop. Packets using a faster data rate have higher priority and are placed closer
to the head of the queue.
At the start of each time slot the set of nodes which have been assigned the current
slot and have packets to transmit is determined. While in some cases nodes may not have
enough packets to fill an entire slot, it is assumed that once a node begins transmitting
it will continue to transmit throughout the slot. When a packet is transmitted the fad-
ing gains between the packet’s receiver and all other transmitting nodes are determined
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based on the log-normal variable for each pair of nodes. The fading gain values remain
constant throughout the slot. A transmission is considered successful if the SNIR satisfies
Equation 4.2.
We use a similar approach as described in (Cite paper here) to select multiple packets
for a transmission. For example, assume node i can transmit four packets, using Nmax/4
as the spreading factor. Furthermore, assume two of the packets are for node j and the
other two for node k. It is possible for the transmission to k to be successful while the
transmission to node j fails. If the transmission to a neighbor is successful, then all the
packets in that transmission are delivered to that neighbor. Likewise, if a transmission fails
none of the packets are delivered.
5.3 Network Performance Measures
In order to collect measures of the steady state network performance, the network
runs a 10,000 slot warm-up without tracking network performance measures. This allows
for transmission queue lengths to stabilize. After the warm-up period network measures are
tracked for 100,000 slots, and the resulting network measures are averaged over 200 random
networks, not counting disconnected networks.
The end-to-end delay is a measure of the amount of time it takes for packets to
go from source to destination on average. It is calculated as the difference between the
slot number in which a packet reaches its destination and the slot number in which it was
generated. Network throughput is the measure of the number of packets that successfully
reach their destinations per slot. The percent of packets dropped and the total number of
packets dropped are also provided as measures of network performance.
There are two scenarios in which a packet can be dropped. The first way a packet
can be dropped is referred to as a re-transmission drop. If the SNIR of the transmission
is too low to allow successful decoding of the packet, the transmission fails. This can be
caused by a combination of MAI and the effects of the fading environment. When the
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receiver determines that the transmission is unsuccessful it sends an acknowledgment back
to the transmitter. This acknowledgment is assumed to happen immediately and is always
successful. In this case the packet is re-queued for transmission in a future slot. Each
packet is marked with the number of times its transmission fails, and if the count of failures
reaches six the packet is dropped from the network. If the packet transmission is successful
the failed transmission count is reset to zero before forwarding the packet again.
Secondly a packet is dropped if the receiving node’s transmission buffer is full, or
the transmission buffer of the source node is full when the packet is generated. In this case
the packet is dropped immediately and no attempt to retransmit it is made. We refer to




In this chapter we evaluate the performance of the system in the presence of fading.
We show that log-normal fading reduces the overall performance of the system. We show the
impacts of the transmission success probability (TSP) link rate control protocol described
in Section 4.2. We show that using transmission success probabilities, as a measure of link
quality, is an effective way to control the adaptive transmission protocol in the presence of
fading. We evaluate the different routing metrics listed in Section 4.3, and we show how
these routing metrics impact the performance of the system with TSP. Table 6.1 defines key
parameters which are used for all results in this section. For parameters in Table 6.2, the
values used in the initial studies are listed. We also present results that consider different
network densities, fading levels, and P values for the TSP protocol. The transmission


















Table 6.2: Default parameters that may be changed
The level of fading for a simulation scenario is given as a range of the standard
deviations that the log-normal variables for each link in the network may have in dB. For
the initial simulation results, the σ value of the log-normal variable for each link is randomly
and uniformly distributed over the range 0 to 5dB.
We define a performance threshold for comparing network performance in terms of
the percentage of packets dropped. We define Γ as the largest arrival rate γ such that for
all γ < Γ the percentage of packets dropped is less than 10%. System performance can then
be compared in terms of Γ.
All graphs in this chapter, unless stated otherwise, compare different combinations
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of routing metrics and TSP to a base case which is designated with the ”No Fading” label.
Adaptive transmission is used for all test cases unless stated otherwise. The system uses
the SNIR routing metric as described in Section 4.3 in the no fading case, and TSP is not
enabled. Link rates are never locked in the no fading case. The other lines in the graphs
show the system performance in the presence of fading. The labels show which routing
metrics are used, and ”+ TSP” indicates that TSP is enabled. The results labeled SNIR
show how the unmodified system performs in the presence of fading.
6.1 Performance of TSP Link Rate Control
The variance in link quality as a result of the log-normal fading model is easily
shown to have a significant negative impact on network performance. In Figure 6.1 the
SNIR curve shows that the original system drops a large percentage of the generated packets
when subjected to fading, as even at the lowest packet arrival rates approximately 20% of
packets are dropped. However, the addition of the TSP link rate control protocol to the
SNIR routing metric can significantly improve the performance of the system when fading is
present. The results for SNIR.ETX and SNIR.ETX + TSP show that making adjustments
to the routing protocol that work with the TSP protocol further improve the performance
gains.
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Figure 6.1: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate for: No Fading, SNIR, SNIR.ETX, SNIR +
TSP, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
In the presence of fading the performance is so poor that there are no γ at which the
percentage of packets dropped is below the threshold of 10% for the original SNIR routing
metric. When the routing metric is modified to include ETX with the SNIR metric, testing
shows that the system performs much better than the with the SNIR routing metric. The
SNIR.ETX routing metric results in a Γ value approximately 0.2 packets/slot lower than
Γ in the no fading case. While performance is still noticeably worse than when there is no
fading present, the results still show roughly a 50% reduction in dropped packets compared
to the SNIR metric. Using the TSP protocol to better control the adaptive transmission
protocol further improves the performance with the SNIR.ETX metric by increasing Γ
by approximately 0.05 packets/slot. More significantly, the TSP protocol improves the
performance with the SNIR.ETX metric for γ < Γ. The TSP protocol also shows significant
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improvements when used with the original SNIR metric, but combining the TSP protocol
with the SNIR.ETX metric shows slightly better performance. It is worth noting that the
SNIR.ETX metric out performs SNIR.ETX + TSP, but only at higher packet generation
rates. However, at the higher generation rates, the percentage of packets dropped exceeds
the performance threshold.
There is often interest in how the system performs in terms of the network through-
put measure. Figure 6.2 shows how the trends in percentage of packets dropped translate
to network throughput. The fading model causes a noticeable reduction in the network
throughput when no attempt is made to address the problem. Improving the system with
a better routing metric and the addition of the TSP protocol results in higher throughput
in the presence of fading, but the difference in throughput of these improved protocols is
negligible. The SNIR.ETX metric performs slightly better at higher arrival rates, but this is
only for γ > Γ. This is the same observation found when investigating the percent dropped
measure. For the remainder of the chapter we use the percent of packets dropped as the pri-
mary measure of network performance, because it better illustrates the performance gains
at lower packet generation rates.
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Figure 6.2: Throughput vs. Arrival Rate for: No Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP, SNIR.ETX,
and SNIR.ETX + TSP
Figure 6.3 shows that, while the TSP protocol is able to reduce the percentage of
packets dropped, it comes at the cost of higher end-to-end delay. This is not surprising
since the main function of the TSP protocol is to reduce the transmission rate of certain
links, which reduces the number of packets that can be transmitted on a link in a single
slot. This increase in delay becomes more substantial as the packet arrival rate increases.
However, the main point of interest is still γ < Γ. The delay measure can also be misleading
when there are a large number of dropped packets, because the delay is measured only for
the fraction of packets that make it to their destinations. Furthermore, a packet is more
likely to reach its destination if it requires fewer relays, which often reduces the delay. It is
clear that the TSP protocol causes an increase in end-to-end delay, but this is offset by the
increase in throughput and decrease in the number of dropped packets.
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Figure 6.3: End-to-End Delay vs. Arrival Rate for: No Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP,
SNIR.ETX, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
6.2 Importance of Investigating the Routing Metric With
the TSP Protocol
The TSP protocol shows significant improvement in network performance without
any changes to the routing metric. However, it is critical that the TSP protocol is com-
bined with an appropriate routing metric. In the following experiments we investigate the
performance of the TSP protocol in combination with Min Hop, the ETX routing metric,
and a routing metric that makes decisions based on the estimated standard deviation of the
SNIR for a link.
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Figure 6.4: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate for: Min Hop, Min Hop + TSP, ETX, ETX
+ TSP, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
Figure 6.4 shows how the TSP protocol impacts the percentage of packets dropped
for Min Hop and the ETX metric. The TSP protocol significantly improves the Min Hop
routing metric making the performance almost identical to the ETX metric, but the TSP
protocol does not improve performance as much when added to the ETX routing metric.
The TSP protocol shows only minor improvements to the ETX metric.
The SNIR.StdDev routing metric adds a multiplicative factor to the original SNIR
metric based on the link’s estimated standard deviation in SNIR. The original SNIR metric
is modified as described in Section 4.3 to determine the cost of the link. Notice that
the results for the SNIR.StdDev metric do not include the link layer modifications with
the TSP protocol. Instead only the routing protocol is modified to respond to the fading
environment. The SNIR.StdDev routing metric reduces the percentage of packets dropped
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when fading is present. Its network performance is only slightly worse than the system that
employs the TSP protocol. In particular, the Γ performance measure for the SNIR.StdDev
metric is approximately 0.05 packets/slot less than SNIR.ETX + TSP.
Figure 6.5: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate for: SNIR.ETX + TSP, SNIR.StdDev, and
SNIR.StdDev + TSP
Combining the SNIR.StdDev routing metric with the link-layer TSP protocol results
in a significant increase in the number of dropped packets. Using either the routing metric
or the TSP protocol is effective, but combining them leads to much poorer slection of
routes. When this routing metric is combined with TSP link rate control Γ is reduced by
nearly 0.1 packets/slot. It is critical to select the routing metric that complements the TSP
protocol. Choosing the best routing metric without considering the TSP protocol leads to
poor performance.
Next, we consider the reasons that packets are dropped. This provides additional
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insight into system performance. In the simulation there are only two scenarios in which a
packet can be dropped. First, a packet is dropped if the receiving node’s transmission buffer
is full. In this case the packet is dropped immediately and no attempt to retransmit it is
made. We refer to this event as a buffer overflow. The second way a packet can be dropped
is if the SNIR of the transmission is too low to allow successful decoding of the packet.
This is caused by a combination of multiple access interference (MAI) and the effects of the
fading environment. In this case the transmission is attempted a total of six times, and if
the transmission fails on the sixth attempt the packet is dropped from the network. This
second case is referred to as a re-transmission drop.
It is shown in Figure 6.6 that the original system rarely drops packets due to trans-
mission failures in the case where there is no fading present. This suggests that the trans-
mission scheduling algorithm is effective in controlling the effects of MAI and that the
re-transmission drops in the fading environment are mainly due to the fading model. The
systems which perform the best in terms of percentage of packets dropped (see Figure 6.1)
balance reducing the number of buffer overflows and the number of re-transmission drops.
The two systems that perform best in the presence of fading, SNIR + TSP and SNIR.ETX
+ TSP, actually experience more buffer overflows than SNIR and SNIR.ETX, but they have
significantly fewer re-transmission drops. This shows a trade-off of adding the TSP protocol
to a system. Generally the TSP protocol reduces the number of re-transmission drops at
the cost of more buffer overflows.
Figure 6.7 shows the types of packet drops for the SNIR.StdDev metric. The
SNIR.StdDev routing metric provides a significant improvement to the number of re-
transmission drops without the aid of the TSP protocol, but it incurs roughly the same
number of buffer overflows as SNIR.ETX + TSP. When the TSP protocol is added to this
routing metric there is still a negative trade-off that increases buffer overflows, but since
SNIR.StdDev already does a good job of reducing the number of re-transmission drops, the
TSP protocol does not improve the system as much in this measure. This causes the overall
performance of the system to decrease.
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Figure 6.6: Break down of dropped packets for: No Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP, SNIR.ETX,
and SNIR.ETX + TSP
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Figure 6.7: Break down of dropped packets for: SNIR.ETX, SNIR.ETX + TSP,
SNIR.StdDev, and SNIR.StdDev + TSP
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Figure 6.8: Break down of dropped packets for: SNIR.ETX, SNIR.ETX + TSP, ETX, and
ETX + TSP
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An examination of the types of packet drops for the SNIR.StdDev and SNIR.StdDev
+ TSP trials show that, when selecting a routing metric, more emphasis should be placed
on finding a routing metric that addresses congestion and reduces the number of buffer
overflows. Figure 6.8 shows that addressing congestion is required. The ETX routing
metric reduces the number of re-transmission drops. However, unlike the SNIR.StdDev
metric, when the TSP protocol is enabled there is no increase in the number of buffer
overflows. This might be be due to the fact that the ETX metric is poor at limiting buffer
overflows due to congestion, or it could be that the routing metric is not negatively impacted
by the TSP protocol. This illustrates the a cross-layer design approach must be employed
to jointly design the routing metric and the link-layer adaptive transmission protocol.
6.3 Impact of the TSP Protocol Threshold
The transmission success probability threshold controls how aggressively the TSP
protocol reacts to transmission failures. Recall the TSP threshold determines the minimum
packet success probability that is required for a link. If the measured forwarding rate
falls below the threshold the data rate on the link is reduced, if possible. While a lower
data rate improves the packet success probably it also reduces the rate packets can be
forwarded. A higher TSP threshold causes link rates to be reduced sooner in response to
failed transmissions. In this section we examine the sensitivity of the performance of the
TSP protocol with the respect to the TSP threshold. All figures in this section utilize the
system with SNIR.ETX + TSP and only the TSP threshold is varied.
Figure 6.9 shows how the TSP threshold affects the percentage of packets that are
dropped. The higher the TSP threshold is the lower the percentage of packets dropped for
small values of γ, but as the TSP threshold is increased the performance for larger γ values
starts to decrease. For TSP thresholds 0.8 and 0.9 Γ begins to decrease. For lower thresholds
the performance for smaller γ is sacrificed, but performance falls off more slowly. Starting
with a TSP threshold equal to 0.4, Γ starts to decrease. While the TSP threshold does
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impact the percentage of packets dropped, the TSP protocol still shows better performance
than SNIR.ETX (see Figure 6.1) for most threshold values.
Figure 6.9: Threshold comparison of percent dropped vs. arrival rate for: TSP threshold
values {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
Figure 6.10 shows how the TSP threshold impacts the network throughput. For
lower arrival rates the TSP threshold has no significant impact on network throughput, and
it is not until after γ > Γ that the performance at different thresholds begin to separate. The
reduction in throughput is also gradual for different TSP thresholds. The largest separation
in throughput is only about 0.07 packets/slot, and only at high generation rates and lower
packet completion rates. All selections of TSP threshold shows no reduction in throughput
performance compared to SNIR.ETX in Figure 6.2, for γ < Γ.
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Figure 6.10: Threshold comparison of network throughput vs. arrival rate for: TSP thresh-
old values {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
In Figure 6.11 it is shown that as the TSP threshold increases the end-to-end de-
lay also increases. This result is expected. As is shown in Figure 6.3 the TSP protocol
increases delay in general because it reduces the average transmission rate of the network.
By increasing the TSP threshold, link rates are more aggressively reduced, and this causes
the average transmission rate of the network to further decrease. Selecting a TSP threshold
value of 0.6 results in a good compromise in performance across a wide range of packet
generation rates. Notice that enabling the TSP protocol improves network performance
regardless of which threshold is selected.
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Figure 6.11: Threshold comparison of end-to-end delay vs. arrival rate for: TSP threshold
values {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
6.4 Performance Without the Adaptive Transmission Rate
Protocol
A similar but more extreme approach to addressing the problems that fading causes
is to disable the adaptive transmission protocol for the entire network. We examine the
network performance without adaptive transmission to show that the TSP protocol’s selec-
tive approach is a better solution to the problem. In the following section all links have the
same rate and can only transmit one packet per slot.
In Figure 6.12 it is clear that adaptive transmission is important to the performance
of the network. Figure 6.1 shows that when there is no fading and the adaptive transmission
protocol is enabled the system is able to acheive Γ ≈ 0.55packets per slot. However, when
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the adaptive transmission protocol is disabled, Γ with no fading present decreases to about
0.35 packets per slot, as shown in Figure 6.12. This significant decrease in performance
when no fading is present makes disabling the adaptive transmission protocol an undesirable
solution.
Figure 6.12: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate without adaptive transmission for: No
Fading, SNIR, SNIR.ETX, SNIR.StdDev, Min Hop, and ETX
With the adaptive transmission protocol disabled the SNIR routing metric is able to
respond reasonably well to the effects of fading, given the performance shown by the system
with no fading. This metric shows improvement over the SNIR.StdDev, min hop, and ETX
routing metrics. The SNIR.ETX routing metric shows slightly fewer packets being dropped
in the presence of fading compared to the SNIR routing metric, but the improvements are
not nearly as drastic as when the adaptive transmission protocol is enabled. This suggests
that, if the adaptive transmission protocol is disabled, there is not as much need for a
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change from the SNIR routing metric.
It is clearly shown in Figure 6.12 that the SNIR.StdDev metric performs very poorly
when the adaptive transmission protocol is disabled. The reason for this can be seen by
referring back to Figure 6.7. It is shown that the SNIR.StdDev metric does a decent job
of reducing the number of packets dropped due to re-transmission attempts, but reducing
re-transmission drops is also the primary benefit of disabling the adaptive transmission
protocol. Likewise, the SNIR.StdDev metric results in a large number of packets dropped
due to buffer overflows, and this issue is further exacerbated by disabling the adaptive
transmission protocol. The same considerations that make the SNIR.StdDev metric a poor
candidate to be used in conjunction with the TSP protocol also result in poor performance
when the adaptive transmission protocol is disabled.
Figure 6.13: Network Throughput vs. Arrival Rate without adaptive transmission for: No
Fading, SNIR, SNIR.ETX, SNIR.StdDev, Min Hop, and ETX
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Figure 6.14: End-to-End Delay vs. Arrival Rate without adaptive transmission for: No
Fading, SNIR, SNIR.ETX, SNIR.StdDev, Min Hop, and ETX
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show how the network performs in terms of throughput and
delay, respectively. Both of these measures show similar trends compared to the results
presented for the percent dropped measure. The SNIR.StdDev metric performs very poorly
without the adaptive transmission protocol, and the highest achievable throughput is ap-
proximately 0.15 packets/slot, which is much less than that achieved with the other routing
metrics. For the other routing metrics, disabling the adaptive transmission protocol still
requires that a routing metric be selected that can appropriately respond to the link quality,
such as choosing the SNIR metric over the min hop metric. However, the variability in link
performance created by the fading environment does not significantly change the routing
strategy when an adaptive transmission protocol is not employed. Even so, the best rout-
ing metric that we examined does not achieve the network performance that is possible if
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the adaptive transmission protocol is enabled and our TSP protocol is used to respond to
fading.
6.5 System Performance in Different Network Environments
It is important to verify that the TSP protocol shows performance improvements
for different network densities and levels of fading. In this section we show how our TSP
protocol performs in more densely connected networks. Sparser networks are not examined,
as a high percentage of networks are disconnected at densities lower than those utilized for
the investigations reported in the previous sections. We also evaluate the TSP protocol for
a range of fading levels. We show that while the network performance is sensitive to the
level of fading, the performance of our TSP protocol and the choice of the routing metric
is robust among these different fading environments.
Different Network Densities
In the previous sections, the network performance is examined for networks with
a relatively low density (the field length is 2000m for all of the previous investigations).
In this section the network density is changed to show how density impacts the system
performance. Table 6.3 shows how the changes to the field length impact the network
density in terms of the network diameter and the average number of one-hop neighbors.
Field Length Network Diameter Average Number of Neighbors
2000m 17.23 hops 15.81
1500m 12.18 hops 25.81
1250m 9.99 hops 35.80
Table 6.3: Network density measures based on field length
Figure 6.15 shows how the network performs when the density is increased. In-
creasing the density does not result in any noticeable change in the percentage of packets
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dropped when no fading is present, but in the presence of fading a denser network results
in a smaller percentage of packets dropped. For example the SNIR routing metric experi-
ences a packet drop rate of approximately 7% at lower arrival rates, for a field length of
1250m and the TSP protocol disabled. This result is compared to the approximately 20%
of packets dropped when the field length is 2000m, as shown in Figure 6.1. Similar relative
reductions in the packet drop rate are seen for all the other protocol combinations compared
to networks with a lower density.
The system is better able to withstand the effects of fading in denser networks, be-
cause Lyui’s algorithm reduces the MAI present as the density increases. Figure 6.16 shows
that the number of re-transmission drops for SNIR and SNIR.ETX significantly decreases
as the network becomes more dense. In these denser networks the 2-hop neighborhoods are
much larger. This means that there are more unique color numbers in use, which results
in fewer nodes transmitting in the same slot. The nodes that are transmitting experience
a better network environment on average, due to the reduced MAI, and on average more
fading is required for a transmission to fail.
While a denser network environment reduces MAI and lowers the drop rate, packets
experience greater end-to-end delay as shown in Figure 6.17. In denser networks, the frame
lengths are longer and fewer nodes can transmit in the same slot, hence packets spend more
time in queues and the delay increases. However, it is also shown that the TSP protocol
has less of an effect on end-to-end delay as network density increases. The reduced MAI
means on average links have higher transmission success probabilities, which results in TSP
reducing the transmission rate of fewer links. And a higher average link rate in the network
results in less delay.
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Figure 6.15: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate with field lengths of 1500 and 1250 m for:
No Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP, SNIR.ETX, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
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Figure 6.16: Re-Transmission Drops vs. Arrival Rate with field lengths of 1500m and 1250m
for: SNIR and SNIR.ETX
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Figure 6.17: End-to-End Delay vs. Arrival rate with field lengths of 1500m and 1250m for:
No Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP, SNIR.ETX, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
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A denser network results in the routing metric having a greater impact than the TSP
protocol on the system performance. Take for example, the SNIR.ETX routing metric. If
the field length is 1250m (the densest networks we considered), the SNIR.ETX metric is able
to respond to the fading environment reasonably well. The TSP protocol provides a small
improvement at lower arrival rates, but at higher rates the TSP protocol results in slightly
worse performance. This is because fewer of the links with high fading levels are employed
and the SNIR.ETX routing metric is able to select among a larger number of higher quality
links. In fact, aggressively reducing the data rate with the TSP protocol is unnecessarily
limiting the rate packets are forwarded. This suggests that additional investigations into
tuning the behavior of the TSP protocol (such as setting the TSP parameter) are needed.
This is a topic for future work.
Different Fading Levels
In the remainder of this section the field length is again set to 2000m, but fading
levels higher and lower than the 0-5dB used in previous investigations are explored. System
performance with higher levels of fading is shown in figure 6.18. The impact of the TSP
protocol increases as the level of fading does. The performance decreases in all cases when
fading increases, but the decrease in performance is more drastic for systems not using
the TSP protocol. When the fading is increased to 0-7dB changing the routing metric to
SNIR.ETX does not yield a γ that has fewer than 10% of packets dropped. Enabling TSP
still reduces the percentage of packets dropped to below 10% for small γ, but the increased
fading results in a reduced Γ. Increasing the fading from 0-5dB to 0-7dB decreases Γ of
SNIR.ETX + TSP by about 0.05 packets/slot. Γ is further reduced by the same amount
when the fading is increased to 0-10dB.
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Figure 6.18: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate with 0-7dB and 0-10dB of fading for: No
Fading, SNIR, SNIR + TSP, SNIR.ETX, and SNIR.ETX + TSP
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Figure 6.19 shows that there is less need for the TSP protocol at lower levels of
fading. The TSP protocol sill provides better performance for smaller γ, but results in a
reduction in Γ at lower fading levels. While the reduction in performance is small, this
shows that at lower fading levels more emphasis needs to be put on balancing the number
of re-transmission drops and buffer overflows. More information about the links could be
used to improve the performance of the TSP protocol. A future analysis of the system
bottle necks may suggest new routing metrics that work better with the TSP protocol.
Figure 6.19: Percent Dropped vs. Arrival Rate with 0-3dB of fading for: No Fading, SNIR,




This work provides a method for controlling link rate adaption to minimize the
impacts of a fading environment. We have shown that fading causes a significant decrease
in network performance when the problem is not addressed. We proposed the TSP link rate
control protocol as a solution for handling fading, and we have shown that the TSP protocol
significantly improves network performance in the presence of fading by using transmission
success probabilities as a measure of link variability to selectively reduce the transmission
rates of links most impacted by fading. We have shown that the TSP protocol’s selective
approach to link rate control is a better solution than disabling the adaptive transmission
protocol network wide. The benefits of the TSP protocol are more noticeable at higher
levels of fading. But when there is less fading the TSP protocol results in slightly worse
network performance.
It is shown that the routing metric used in conjunction with the TSP protocol
can significantly change the system performance, and that a routing metric should not be
selected based solely on the performance of the routing metric without the TSP protocol. We
proposed two different modifications to the base SNIR routing metric. First, the SNIR.ETX
metric is shown to perform well in a wide range of scenarios by including a measure of the
link success rate in the metric. Second, we proposed the SNIR.StdDev metric, which uses an
estimated measure of the standard deviation of the SNIR to avoid highly variable links. The
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SNIR.ETX routing metric is an improvement over the SNIR routing metric when fading is
present, and is further improved by the addition of the TSP protocol. However, while the
SNIR.StdDev metric performs well without the TSP protocol, when the TSP protocol is
used in conjunction with this routing metric performance degrades quickly. We have shown
through the measures of packets dropped due to buffer overflows versus re-transmissions,
that the best approach may be to use the TSP protocol in conjunction with a routing metric
that focuses on avoiding bottlenecks in the network.
Moving forward the TSP protocol needs to be tested in a mobile network. The
protocol is simple, and the exchange of information should not be prohibitive in a mobile
environment. However, when nodes are mobile there may not be enough time to gather
sufficient transmission success probability measures in order to make decisions. A mecha-
nism for recovering link rates after being reduced by the TSP protocol is also of significant
interest. In a mobile environment the level of fading experienced between two given nodes
is likely to change, and links with highly variable performance could become more reliable
over time.
In this investigation network control packets were assumed to be instantaneous and
have a perfect success rate. In the future it should be shown what happens when the fading
environment causes control packets to be lost. Additionally the loss acknowledgment packets
may impair the performance of the TSP protocol. Methods for securing control packets
against loss due to fading should be investigated. These methods will likely look different
as control packets are often transmitted at a slower and more reliable transmission rate.
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